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Abstract—Increasing parameter variations, high defect densities 

and a growing susceptibility to external noise in nanoscale 

technologies have led to a paradigm shift in design. Classical 

design strategies based on worst-case or average assumptions 

have been replaced by statistical design, and new robust and 

variation tolerant architectures have been developed. At the same 

time testing has become extremely challenging, as parameter 

variations may lead to an unacceptable behavior or change the 

impact of defects. Furthermore, for robust designs a precise 

quality assessment is required particularly showing the remain-

ing robustness in the presence of manufacturing defects. The 

paper pinpoints the key challenges for testing nanoelectronic 

circuits in more detail, covering the range of variation-aware 

fault modeling via methods for statiscal testing and their algo-

rithmic foundations to robustness analysis and quality binning. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Nanoscale integration comes along with high defect 
densities, increasing parameter variations and a growing sus-
ceptibility to external noise [2][4]. This has led to a paradigm 
shift in design methods towards what is known as statistical 
design [21][24], as well as to the development of novel, robust 
and variation-tolerant architectures [7][16][19][22][27]. While 
yield improvement and online fault tolerance were considered 
as different tasks in the past, now a robust design has to 
compensate manufacturing defects and parameter variations as 

well as transient errors during system operation.  

In this scenario testing has become particularly challenging. 
Classical test approaches rely on a clear distinction between the 
“fault free” and the “faulty” case, but parameter variations can 
change the impact of a defect, and also the parameter variations 
themselves can lead to an unacceptable behavior [1]. First 
approaches to address specific aspects of this problem have 
been published [14][29][31], and in particular it has been 
shown that the notion of “fault coverage” is no longer 
meaningful. Instead a test must be able to screen out defects for 
a maximum number of parameter combinations, which is 
reflected by new test quality metrics such as “test robustness” 
or “process coverage” [11][28]. Furthermore, a “go”/“no go” 
decision is not enough. If built-in robustness mechanisms are 
necessary to compensate manufacturing defects, then a more 
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precise assessment of the residual robustness against transient 

errors during system operation (“quality binning”) is required. 

This special session highlights the new challenges for 
testing in more detail and presents first solutions for variation-
aware fault modeling, statistical testing, ATPG in statistical 
testing as well as appropriate concepts for robustness analysis 
and quality binning. The following sections summarize the key 

ideas of the respective presentations. 

II. VARIATION-AWARE FAULT MODELING 

Defect-oriented testing tries to overcome the deficiencies of 
classical fault models by extracting the behavior of library cells 
in the presence of defects and using this input for automatic test 
pattern generation (ATPG) at gate level. In nanoscale circuits, 
however, parameter variations can change the behavior of both 
defective and defect free cells. Moreover, the interaction of a 
defective cell with its surrounding cells and interconnects may 
not allow unambiguous decisions whether a given defect is 
“critical” and should be targeted during test generation. To 
bridge the gap between low level defect information and the 
statistical analysis on higher levels of abstraction, the concepts 
of defect-oriented testing must be combined with statistical 

library characterization. 

Primitive library characterization under these assumptions 
is a very challenging task because of the huge space of relevant 
parameters. To reduce the computational complexity Monte 
Carlo Simulation at the electrical level is proposed. The impact 
of a defect is modeled as a fault f  F to be injected into the 

extracted transistor netlist simultaneously with a parameter 
configuration (p1, p2, …, pN)  P. The resulting circuit is then 

simulated at electrical level. A defect can affect the delay of a 
library cell or lead to a static fault, where a stuck-at fault can be 
viewed as an infinite delay. As a result of this Monte Carlo 
process for each cell a delay distribution is obtained for each 

defect and also for the defect-free case. 

To provide a suitable interface for fault simulation and test 
generation tools at higher levels, the delay distributions must 
be represented in compact and easy to process format, such as 
for example histograms for a limited number of discrete delay 
values. Overall, the database generation is computationally 
expensive, but it has to be performed only once as a pre-

processing step for library characterization. 
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First experimental results have been obtained using a 
modified version of the proprietary Fraunhofer IIS/EAS 
analogue fault simulator aFSIM [25] and considering the 
channel length L, the length reduction parameter LINT, the 
threshold voltage VTH0, the bulk effect coefficient K1, the low-
field mobility 0, the junction depth XJ and the oxide thick-

ness TOX for p- and n-channel transistors, respectively, as 
parameters. All parameters were assumed uncorrelated and 
normally distributed, with mean  and variance  derived from 

the OCL library parameters [17] for typical, slow and fast 
process corners. The histogram database (HDB) generated on a 
32-node high performance clusters contains, for each primitive 
cell, delay distributions for several hundred defects modeled at 

electrical level as well as the defect-free case. 

As an example, Figure 1 shows an open fault in an em-
bedded NAND2 cell (fault 1), modeled by replacing the 
parasitic resistor (R  50 ) representing the corresponding 

wire by a resistor with R = 500 k . 

 

Figure 1. Schematic of the embedded NAND2 gate with injected fault 1. 

The delay distributions for this defect as well as for the 
defect free case are shown in Figure 2. The complete histogram 
database for the NAND2 gate contains data for 110 resistive-
open defects, 130 resistive-short defects and six different input 
sequences. Monte-Carlo simulations have been performed for 

10,000 different parameter configurations. 

 

Figure 2. Histograms for the fault free case and for fault 1. 

Figure 3 shows the histograms for a different fault in the 
same primitive cell. Some of the parameter sets result in a 

static behavior similar to that of stuck-at faults: the transition 

never completes. 

 

Figure 3. Histograms for fault 2 showing infinite delays. 

III. STATISTICAL TESTING 

The goal of testing is to rule out non functional, defect 
chips. However, in the presence of parameter variations a clear 
distinction between fault free and faulty circuits is no longer 
possible. Instead, a circuit is called robust for a given range of 
parameters P = P1  P2  …  PN, if its functional and delay 

specifications are fulfilled for all parameter values from that 
range. A defect in a primitive cell or an interconnect may lead 
to an increased delay, a dynamic fault or to a static fault. Fault 
models help to reduce the complexity of defect mechanisms, 

and the conventional definition of fault coverage is 

 FC = # detected faults #modeled faults . (1) 

Yet variation-aware testing must be based on new coverage 
metrics measuring the number of parameter combinations for 
which the test is effective. To obtain an appropriate testability 
assessment on higher levels of abstraction, it is necessary to use 
probability density functions for describing the behavior of the 

affected cells. 

Gate delay faults have a certain size D and follow a 
probability density function f(D). As for each size D we may 
observe an individual fault coverage F(D) the total fault 

coverage will be  

 FC = FC(D) f (D)dD
D 0

. (2) 

Furthermore, the detectability of a single fault may depend 
also on the delays of gates not under consideration. A test 
detecting a fault under arbitrary delay distributions is called a 
robust test [13]. As robust fault coverage is usually far below 
100%, multiple test pattern pairs are required which detect a 
fault of size D in rather a large space of delay distributions of 
the circuit components. Hence under process variations, the 
fault detection depends on the parameter configuration p = (p1, 

p2, …, pN)  P, and the fault coverage is determined by 
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 FC(D) = FCp (D) f (p)dpp P
, (3) 

where f(p) is the probability that the parameter configuration p 
actually appears in a manufactured circuit instance. Equation 
(3) describes the percentage of the manufactured instances of 
the circuit in which the test set detects a given fault. There are 
faults which require multiple test sets depending on the 
different parameters, this problem is illustrated with the help of 

Figure 4. 

a)  

b)  

Figure 4. Fault detection under parameter variations. 

The circuit in Figure 4 implements an EXOR function 
using NAND2 gates. To detect a delay fault on input line a, 
conventional delay test generation would try to propagate a 
transition along the longest path (a, c, e, g) in the circuit using 
the pattern sequence ((a,b), (a’,b’)) = ((0,1), (1,1)). For varia-
tion-aware testing the delay distributions of the cells have to be 
taken into account. For a circuit instance with delays as shown 
in Figure 4a the path (a, c, e, g) is actually the longest path, and 
the test is a valid test for the delay fault on input line a. How-
ever, if the actual delays in a circuit instance assume the values 
as shown in Figure 4b, then the longest path is (a, f, g) and the 
test is no longer valid. Instead, the test sequence ((0,0), (1,0)) 
will detect the fault. To maximize the coverage as defined in 
Equation 3, a test set for this circuit must include both patterns, 

i.e. T = {((0,1), (1,1)), ((0,0), (1,0))}. 

Statistical fault simulation differs from standard fault 
simulation, as for each pair of patterns it has to return not only 
whether a fault of size D is detected, but also the range of 
parameters where detection is possible. Distributions for both 
gate delays within the specification and fault sizes have to be 
obtained from low level analysis and can be provided by a 

histogram or a density function. 

Monte Carlo methods could provide means for statistical 
fault simulation, but they are computationally far too 
expensive, as they have to be applied for each fault site 
separately. Symbolic time simulation is an attractive alternative 
to extract conditions for fault detection. Here, it is not sufficient 

to look for the latest arrival times only, as this may mask error 
detection. For example, the glitch in Figure 5 remains un-
detected, as the output temporarily has the correct value at the 

observation time before changing again to an incorrect value. 

 

Figure 5. Error masking. 

Nevertheless, there is no need to compute the complete 
history of a signal, only the latest section is required. The 
history can be described by a set of conditions, where the 
parameters are delay times of preceding gates. Figure 6 shows 
how the conditions are propagated through the circuit. Multiple 
occurrences of t0 at both inputs of the AND gate indicate 
reconvergence which is considered in the correlation matrix 
used during numerical integration. Sophisticated reduction 
techniques are deployed during simulation to handle large 

circuits efficiently. 

 

Figure 6. Waveform conditions. 

Solving these conditions provides parameters where a fault 
is observable or not observable. This way the parameter space 
is defined where a test is not effective and where ATPG has to 
generate new patterns. Statistical ATPG must try to minimize 
their number and generate (compact) test sets identifying the 

fault in as many valid circuits as possible. 

Figure 7 shows a possible iterative procedure to solve the 
problem of test generation in this situation. Statistical fault 
simulation determines the parameter range covered by the test 
patterns generated so far, and a variation-unaware ATPG is in-
voked with fixed parameter values to cover a further parameter 
set in the range. This is iterated until an acceptable coverage of 
the complete range is achieved and can be followed by the 
compaction of the obtained test set. The already mentioned 
histogram database or a density function obtained by variation-
aware library characterization play a crucial role in these 

analysis steps (see top of Figure 7). 

Based on the knowledge of process-induced variations in 
the individual circuit components and using high-quality 
variation-aware test patterns, it is possible to separate the 
different manufactured instances of a circuit into classes or 
“bins” according to the frequency or voltage they can handle 
(“frequency binning”, “voltage binning”), thus maximizing 
yield. The emerging concept of “quality binning” takes into 
account the circuit’s robustness, i.e. its expected ability to 
tolerate the effects of ageing or to recover from transient faults. 
Using the HDB data, it is possible to judge whether the circuit 
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is sufficiently robust, such that its deteriorations will not mani-
fest themselves as observable defects. These system-level 
approaches based on the HDB data and the outcome of the 
variation-aware test algorithms are shown at the bottom of 

Figure 7. 

 

Figure 7. Overview of the statistical test flow. 

IV. ATPG IN STATISTICAL TESTING 

Apart from statistical fault simulation (see Sec. III) the test 
flow depicted in Figure 7 makes use of an efficient ATPG 
environment. Based on the simulation results ATPG is itera-
tively invoked to generate delay tests for “points in the para-
meter space” not covered until now. This requires test genera-
tion for instances of the same circuit having different, but fixed 
delay parameters for the primitive cells. To do so, it is neces-
sary to control and sensitize specific paths (or even multiple 
paths) in the circuit and generate a test input pattern satisfying 

these multiple constraints.  

Recent research has demonstrated that ATPG based on 
Boolean satisfiability solvers has advantages over classical 
structural ATPG in the case of highly constrained or (even) 
unsatisfiable ATPG problems [5][6].  We therefore rely on 
TIGUAN (Thread-parallel Integrated test pattern Generator 
Utilizing satisfiability ANalysis), an inhouse state-of-the-art 
SAT-based ATPG tool [5]. TIGUAN is an effective and 
flexible tool to generate tests for non-standard fault models by 
using the conditional multiple-stuck-at fault model (CMS@). 
In the CMS@ a fault is modeled as an activation list – a set of 
constraints necessary to activate the fault – together with a 
victim list corresponding to a set of faulty signals in case of 
activation. Using a time frame expansion the CMS@ can be 
extended to model delay defects and control the propagation 
paths necessary in the context of the statistical test flow. To 

cope with the complexity of today’s circuits and that of the 
fault models as well TIGUAN supports thread parallelism, thus 
fully utilizing the performance of multi-processor systems or 

multi-core processors. 

In the second part of this section we shortly mention possi-
ble extensions of the concepts presented above. Besides the 
generation of specific tests or test sets we are interested in 
analysis methods to identify circuit components that are espe-
cially vulnerable to parameter variations. Having determined 
these components, this can be used e.g. for cost-efficient 

improvement of robustness. 

To identify vulnerable components relevance measures for 
(combinatorial) components are computed by estimating the 
probability that a fault in a component will be visible at the 
circuit’s outputs under the assumption of random inputs. The 
relevance measures for components are reduced to the 
computation of static and dynamic path relevance values for 
paths passing through the component of interest. Thereby static 
path relevance describes the probability that the path is 
sensitized for a random input and can be reduced to a so-called 
#SAT problem [20]. Dynamic path relevance denotes the 
probability that a fault in the component is propagated to the 
outputs through a sufficiently slow path and thus results in a 
fault effect. For the computation we plan to use statistical 
propagation procedures deduced from the method for statistical 

simulation. 

ATPG as well as the identification of vulnerable compo-
nents can be generalized to the case of systems using informa-
tion redundancy to increase robustness (see also Sec. V). In this 
case test patterns must be generated that represent valid input 
code words and result in valid output code words, thus putting 
additional constraints into the ATPG process. Also for the 
computation of robustness measures of components this has to 

be taken into account. 

V. ROBUSTNESS ANALYSIS AND QUALITY BINNING 

As explained above a robust circuit design has become 
mandatory for nanoscale systems. Present solutions range from 
classical fault tolerant architectures and self-checking systems 
to new self-calibrating and self-adaptive solutions. To support a 
reliable system operation at affordable cost self-checking 
circuits provide an interesting solution [18][23]. They are 
usually designed to achieve the “totally self-checking goal” 
(TSC goal), i.e. to detect a fault when it produces the first 
erroneous output, and various design algorithms are known to 

guarantee this property [23].  

However, synthesis tools cannot always be fully controlled 

in this respect, and also designers may give priority to area 

optimization. As a result, many self-checking designs do not 

guarantee to detect all internal errors. Figure 8 shows an 

example where logic sharing between the functional logic and 

the code prediction unit prevents the detection of certain 

faults. Consequently, design validation and verification must 

comprise not only the functional but also the robustness pro-

perties of the system. 

Traditionally, the robustness analysis of fault tolerant 

designs has been accomplished by fault simulation [3][15] 
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[30]. To reduce the enormous computational effort first 

general approaches for formal robust checking based on SAT-

solving have been proposed [8]. However, for specific design 

solutions specifically tailored analysis strategies can work 

more efficiently. 

  

Figure 8. Self-checking circuit using separable codes. 

Considering for example strongly fault-secure circuits, 
which can be seen as the widest class of circuits achieving the 
totally self-checking (TSC) goal, an ATPG-based approach 
provides both an efficient solution for robustness analysis and 
for test preparation [9][10]. To deal with fault accumulation, 
here the effects of all possible fault sequences have to be taken 
into consideration. A considerable speedup for the complex 
multiple fault analysis is achieved by deriving detectability or 
redundancy information for multiple faults from the respective 

information for single faults. 

A robust design can also compensate manufacturing defects 
and help to increase yield. Thus, the higher design effort has a 
twofold benefit. However, if redundancy is used to improve 
yield, then classical yield models estimating the probability of 
a fault free device are no longer sufficient. Instead the proba-
bility of fault free operation even in the presence of manu-
facturing defects must be determined as shown in Equation 4 
[26]. Here P(i) denotes the probability that i defects occur in 
the systems and R(i) represents the probability that i defects 

can be compensated. 

 Y = R(i)P(i)
i= 0

 (4) 

However, equation (4) does not reflect the fault tolerance 
capabilities of the manufactured system. To both estimate the 
probability of a correct system functionality and assess the fault 
tolerance capabilities, the conditional probabilities R(i + k | i) 
that up to k additional faults can be tolerated after compen-
sating i manufacturing defects must be analyzed. Adding them 
as weight coefficients in Equation (4) provides the “fault 

tolerant” yield YFT(k) in Equation (5). 

  YFT (k) = R(i + k | i)R(i)P(i)
i= 0

 (5) 

Exact yield estimation requires a complex multiple fault 
analysis, so that in general upper and lower bounds must be 
used. Figure 9 shows preliminary results for a TMR system 
based on the benchmark circuit b13 compared to the yield of a 

single module [12]. For growing defect density the yield 
decreases, but the yield for the TMR system is slightly higher 
for this example. The fault tolerant yield for the same system is 

shown in Figure 10. 

 

Figure 9. Yield for TMR system based on b13. 

 

Figure 10. Fault tolerant yield for TMR system based on b13. 

Although the bounds are rather loose for larger defect 
densities, the curves show that it is possible to tolerate addi-
tional faults. However, even a single manufacturing defect in a 
TMR system implies that no longer all possible single faults 
can be tolerated. For high reliability requirements a hybrid 
strategy, for example combining TMR with fault detection and 

checkpointing, can provide a solution. 

Finally, for quality binning, the actual residual fault 
tolerance of manufactured systems must be determined. For 
this, appropriate design for testability measures have to support 
the detection of structural, but functionally redundant, faults as 
well as efficient diagnostic procedures to assess the impact of 

these faults on the system robustness. 

VI. CONCLUSIONS 

A multi-step process for dealing with massive statistical 
process variations during test has been presented. The process 
starts with variation-aware library characterization providing a 
database of delay distributions for both defective and defect-
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free cells. To provide a suitable interface between the low level 
library information and test generation as well as simulation 
tools at higher abstraction levels the delay distributions are 
stored in a histogram database. Combining statistical fault 
simulation with appropriate test generation algorithms provides 
an iterative procedure for variation-aware test generation. 
Finally, the low-level information in the histogram database 
and the test generation procedures enable robustness analysis 

and quality binning at the system level.  
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